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Corrections
Page 36, description of the AUDxVOL registers
Omitted was the fact that setting of bit 7 will always yield maximum volume, regardless of the
state of bit 0 to 6.
Page 85, description of the DWSTRT and DWSTOP registers
Improve grammar and remove reference to calculation of the start position. The start position is not
calculated, but rather chosen by the programmer.
Page 107, Independently moving bitplanes example
To calculate the new X and Y positions the new relative value and the old relative value were
subtracted. In the new version they are added instead. For the working of the example it does not
make much difference, but now the mouse to X/Y coordinate routine no longer swaps up with
down and left with right.

The following pages in this document are the corrected pages of the book, where the corrections
are marked in purple.
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2. Audio

AUDxVOL - Audio channel volume
AUDxVOL
Bit
Name
15-8
7
VOL7
0-6
VOL(0-6)

Audio channel volume

W

Function
Unused, set to zero
Set to 1 for max volume, set to 0 to use the value of VOL(0-6).
Channel volume

Each audio channel has its own volume register. When bit 7 is clear the channel’s volume is
defined by the value of bits 0 to 6, where a value of 0 will mute the channel. When bit 7 is set the
channel’s volume will be set to maximal, regardless of the setting of the other bits. At maximum
volume the voltage on the Amiga's audio connectors is between -0.4 and 0.4 Volt.

AUDxDAT - DAC data register
This register is used by the DMA engine to transfer two audio samples from memory to the DAC.
When audio DMA is used (automatic mode) there is no need for the CPU to access this register.
When instead of DMA the CPU is used to play back audio samples (direct mode) then the CPU
needs to copy the next two samples for the DAC into the AUDxDAT register. The audio hardware
can be setup to generate an interrupt just before the new samples are required.

DMACON - DMA control
Below are shown the bits of the DMACON register that are related to the audio DMA, for the full
register please consult the “Direct memory access” chapter.
DMACON
Bit
Name
15
SET/CLR
9
DMAEN
3
AUD3EN
2
AUD2EN
1
AUD1EN
0
AUD0EN

DMA Control

W $096

Function
Set to 1 to set bits, set to 0 to clear bits
Set to 1 to enable DMA, set to 0 to disable all DMA
Audio channel 3 DMA enable
Audio channel 2 DMA enable
Audio channel 1 DMA enable
Audio channel 0 DMA enable

Enabling the DMA for a particular audio channel will directly put that channel into automatic
mode. When the DMA for an audio channel is disabled then that audio channel will from then on
again be operating in direct mode.
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The range of these positions can be increased on ECS and AGA by writing to the DIWHIGH
register after writing to DIWSTRT. Originally the Hx bits were named Hx(7-0), but these were
renamed with the introduction of the AGA chipset to Hx(9-2) due to the addition of bits named H0
and H1 in the DIWHIGH register.

DIWSTOP - Display window stop position (bottom right corner)
DIWSTOP
Bit
Name
15-8 Vx(7-0)
7-0
Hx(9-2)

Display window stop position

W $090

Function
Vertical stop position of the display window
Horizontal stop position of the display window

For the calculation of the stop position please refer to the section titled “The display window”. The
range of the two stop positions can be increased on ECS and AGA by writing to the DIWHIGH
register after writing to DIWSTOP. Similar to the Hx bits in the DIWSTRT register the bits in the
DIWSTOP register were renamed from Hx(7-0) to Hx(9-2) with the introduction of AGA.

DIWHIGH - Display window position (ECS/AGA)
DIWHIGH
Bit
Name
15-14
13
H10
12-11 H0-H1
10-8 Vx(10-8)
7-6
5
H10
4-3
H0-H1
2-0
Vx(10-8)

Display window position (ECS/AGA)

W $1E4

Function
Unused set to 0
Most significant horizontal stop bit
ECS: Unused, set to 0. AGA: Horizontal least significant stop bits
Most significant vertical stop bits
Unused set to 0
Most significant horizontal start bit
ECS: Unused, set to 0. AGA: Horizontal least significant start bits
Most significant vertical start bits

This register was added to ECS in order to increase the range of the start/stop locations for the
display window. For AGA four more bits were added that increase the resolution of the horizontal
start and stop locations. Writing to DIWSTRT or DIWSTOP will reset the contents of DIWHIGH
in order to keep compatibility with OCS systems. To use the functionality provided by DIWHIGH
on ECS/AGA systems it is crucial that DIWHIGH is always written to after writing to DIWSTRT
and DIWSTOP.
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The example uses scrolling in both directions and just like the horizontal scrolling example it uses
a DMA fetch start that is one DMA period earlier than the display window start. To account for this
additional fetch of 2 bytes and the fact that the playfield is 40 bytes larger than the display window
the BPLxMOD registers are set to 38:
MOVE.W
MOVE.W

#40-2,BPL1MOD(a5)
#40-2,BPL2MOD(a5)

; Odd bitplane 40 bytes larger than playfield
; Even bitplane 40 bytes larger than playfield

The rest of the setup is similar to the setup of the horizontal scrolling example and this example
will also use the vertical blank interrupt for synchronisation.
Moving the mouse will increment or decrement two 8 bit counters, depending on the direction the
mouse is moved in. The relative change in mouse position can then be calculated from the changes
of the two counters. For the first calculation to make sense the start position is required:
MOVE.W
MOVE.B
LSR.W
MOVE.B

JOY0DAT(a5),d0
d0,PrevH
#8,d0
d0,PrevV

;
;
;
;

Get current mouse counters
Bottom 8 bits: horizontal counter
Move the top 8 bits to the bottom
Store the vertical counter value

The vertical blank interrupt will read the current counter values from JOY0DAT and use these with
the previous values stored in PrevH and PrevV to calculate the relative change in both directions.
These relative changes are used to update the X and Y scroll positions. These are stored in
“ScrollX” and “ScrollY” respectively but inside the interrupt the registers D3 and D4 are used to
store these two coordinate values.
MOVE.W
MOVE.W
MOVE.W
MOVE.W
SUB.B
EXT.W
ADD.W
MOVE.B
LSR.W
MOVE.B
MOVE.B
SUB.W
EXT.W
ADD.W

ScrollX(PC),d3
ScrollY(PC),d4
$DFF000+JOY0DAT,d0
d0,d1
PrevH,d0
d0
d0,d3
d1,PrevH
#8,d1
PrevV,d0
d1,PrevV
d0,d1
d1
d1,d4

;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

D3 - X Pos as calculated previously
D4 - Y Pos as calculated previously
Current relative mouse position
Bottom byte: H, top byte: V
Subtract previous horizontal counter
Extend from byte to word size
Calculate new X position
Store counter value for next time
Bottom byte: V
Get the previous vertical counter
Store the new counter for next time
Calculate new Y position
Extend from byte to word size
Calculate new Y position

From there on the interrupt routine will limit the values in D3 and D4 so that the bitplanes can’t be
scrolled too far in either of the four directions. The X and Y coordinates then need to be converted
into a delay value and a bitmap pointer position for each of the two bitplanes. This is done with the

